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Sl. Particulars
No
.

Category

1. Model Making UG & PG

No of
Participants in
each team
Maximum of
two
participants

Prize money

I- ₹. 2000/II- ₹. 1000/2. ePoster

PUC

Maximum of
two
participants

Prize money

I- ₹. 1000/II-₹. 500/-

3. Memery

UG

Maximum of
two
participants

Prize money

I- ₹. 1000/II- ₹. 500/-

Instructions of the event

•3-D or working model under the theme “Impact of
Science and Technology on Mankind” has to be
prepared.
•A video recording (maximum 3:59 minutes duration)
showing the participants explaining the model must be
emailed to sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com along with the
details of the participants and the affiliating colleges.
•The attached video must be labelled as “Model Making
Itechnary-Names of the participants”. Affiliation of the
first author will be considered for the level of category.
•I and II Prizes will be given based on the novelty of the
model and technology displayed.
•e-Poster must be prepared in Power point or word
document having only a single slide in portrait or
landscape layout according to the theme “Impact of
Science and Technology on Mankind”
•The poster must have a Title, name of the participants and
their affiliating institutions followed by the body of the
poster.
•A video recording (maximum 1:59 minutes) with the
participants explaining the poster must be emailed to
sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com.
•The video must be labelled as “E-Poster Itechnary-Names
of the participants”.
•I and II place Prizes will be given based on the
presentation of the poster.
•A single meme (JPG format) having maximum four
comic strips on the theme “Impact of Science and
Technology on Mankind” must be emailed to
sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com along with details of the
participants and their affiliating colleges
•The meme must be of original artwork otherwise it will
deem disqualified. No profanity or controversial topics
will be entertained; participants must ensure that the meme
is neither offensive nor provocative.
•The meme file must be labelled “Memery ItechnaryNames of participants”
•I and II place Prizes will be given based on the originality
and clarity of concept of the meme.

4.

Project
prizes

UG & PG

Maximum of
three
participants

Prize money
UG: I- ₹. 3000/II- ₹. 2000/PG: I-₹. 4000/II-₹. 3000/5.

Essay

UG, PG &
Research
Scholars

Maximum of
three
participants

Prize money
UG: I-₹. 1500
II-₹. 1000/PG: I- ₹. 2000/II-₹. 1000/RS: I- ₹. 3000/II-₹. 1500/6.

Photography PUC. UG,
PG &
Research
Scholars

Maximum of
two
participants

Prize money
I- ₹. 4000/II- ₹. 2000/-

•A power point presentation (max 8 slides) of a project
work already completed not earlier than March, 2021 must
be.
•The project work must highlight the theme “Integrating
Science and Technology for Nation Building in Health,
Agriculture, Food and Environment Sectors”.
•A video recording (maximum 6:59 minutes) of the
participants explaining the powerpoint presentation must
be emailed to sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com along with
the details of participants, their affiliating college and
abstract of the project in a separate word file.
•The video must be labelled as “Project Presentation
Itechnary-Names of the participants”.
•Affiliation of the first author will be considered for the
level of category.
•The presentation must highlight the background of the
project, methodology, results and discussion, conclusion
and scope of the project.
•I and II place Prizes will be given based on the novelty of
the project.
•A word file containing essay of maximum 500 words only, in
English must be emailed to sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com.
•It must be typed in Times Roman, Font size- 14 for Title, 12
for the details of the participants and their affiliation, and the
body of the essay.
•The essay must be written in the following themes and must
be an original manuscript. If plagiarism is detected the essay
will be immediately disqualified from the competition.
•I and II prizes will be given based on originality and clarity of
concept.
Themes
UG: Impact of Science and Technology to Mankind
PG: Science and Technology for Sustainable Future
Research Scholars: Rebooting the Economy through
Science,
Technology
and
Research
Translations (RESTART)
•A single photo or a collage of photos in JPG format capturing
the moments that is evidence that “Technology has been a
boon or bane to mankind” has to be emailed to
sdmmmkitechnary@gmail.com.
•The email must also include a 59 second video of the
participants explaining the meaning of the photograph along
with the details of the participants and affiliating colleges in a
separate word file.
•The video file has to be labelled “Photography ItechnaryNames of participants”.
•The competition is to encourage amateur photographers and
so the event is open for all levels.
•Original geotagged photographs only will be considered for
the competition. Any form of duplicity is infringement to
copyright and hence will deem disqualified immediately.
•I and II prizes will be awarded. There are no separate prizes
for separate levels in this category.









About the College: MMK & SDM Mahila Maha Vidyalaya was incepted in 1990 and was taken over in
1992 by the SDME society as the first & only women’s college among 56 institutions under SDM
Educational Society®, a non-profit NGO dedicated to societal service through education & sociocultural consciousness under the vision and leadership of Dharmadhikari of Shri Kshetra
Dharmasthala, Padmavibhushana Poojya Dr.Veerendra Heggade. Fulfilling the college
motto,“Empowerment of Women to Build an Enlightened Society” it is recognized as one of the
premier institutions in India, by India Today, Silicon India and NIRF providing affordable quality
education to socio-economically challenged students hailing from Karnataka and neighbouring states.
The college is UGC recognised by 2(F) and 12 (B) statuses, and was recently accredited by NAAC with
B Grade and submission of AQAR for second cycle is underway. It offers programs in BSc., B.Com, BBA
and M.Com.
About Samvidya Trust ®, Mysuru: The Trust is a non-profit NGO that focuses on taking multiple
approaches of learning via summer camps, classroom learning, activity based learning, theme based
learning, event learning, kitchen science and more. The Trust focuses on learning support for underprivileged children and supports children to love science, think innovatively and be responsible
towards their surroundings. Samvidya Trust® is a Registered Public Charitable Trust. All donations to
the Trust are tax deductible under section 80G (2).
About Ryan Publishers, Trichy: Ryan Publishers is an upcoming publishing firm which emphasizes on
publishing multidisciplinary Books and Journals. We provide opportunities for an upcoming author to
showcase his/her talent to the world and at the same time building-up resume for the young and the
experienced ones. We also publish thesis into books with ISBN.
About Prosetta Bioconformatics Pvt Ltd, Mysuru: Prosetta Bioconformatics Private Limited (PBPL) is
a Biotech/Biopharma company with current focus on developing anti-viral therapies based on the
path-breaking drug discovery platform developed by Prosetta Bioconformatics Inc, USA. PBPL was
established in 2004 and started its independent research and development (R&D) operations in India
from 2008. Our current operations are based out of our fully owned facility at Mysore, Karnataka,
with state-of-the-art technology that caters to our research and commercial goals. Using its cutting
edge research, PBPL is addressing issues central to drug discovery research platform, pre-clinical
studies, monoclonal and polyclonal antibody generation and protein bioconformatics. Being a
research and innovation driven company with a focus on translational research, PBPL works in close
collaboration with academic institutes in India and other countries. Our ultimate aim is to bridge the
gap between fundamental scientific concepts and socially responsible commercialization

